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Next week, our whole school ethos theme will be: 
 

We try to use kind words. 
Dear Parents, 
 
What a fantastic end to the week! The children pulled off an amazing assembly on Thursday. They have earned 
a plethora of dojos and merits as well as so many compliments from the teachers in school. The children 
surpassed themselves. Bravo! 
 
This week in English, the children have been working on comprehension skills. They have been reading the 
text and understanding what is written before attempting to answer the questions. An area in which the 
children need to improve and target is vocabulary which always seems to be the more challenging aspect of 
these exercises. They have also completed some work in their Grammar Books. 
 
In Maths, the children have worked on assessment style questions. We have also revisited areas of Maths that 
we have covered this year so far. An area to target and improve is reading the questions carefully so that they 
understand what they are being asked to solve.  
 
This week, we have introduced the red double tick. I am sure the children have already explained this new 
system of checking their work. I’d like them to be able to recognise their own mistakes and be more 
independent. When they have finished their work (in any subject), please encourage them to check their work 
carefully and double tick once they have done this. Eventually, the children will automatically do this after 
each piece of work. 
 
We have already received some shoe boxes containing donations for the homeless so thank you to those 
families who have contributed to this amazing Christmas charity. I will be bringing mine in next week. Please 
do contribute if you can. 
 
The children enjoyed coming in home clothes today; thank you for your generous donations for the FPTA’s 
“Secret Present Room”. 
 
Our book recommendation for this week is: ‘The Legend of Kevin: A Roly-Poly Flying Pony Adventure’ by Philip 
Reeve and Sarah McIntyre: 
 
“Max is a young boy living in an ordinary tower block. He longs for adventure in his life - then one day - 
DOOF! - a flying pony called Kevin crashes into his flat, blown in by a magical storm!  
 
The storm causes a huge flood and soon Max's town submerged by water. Luckily for the town, Max has a 
flying pony to come to the rescue, and luckily for Kevin, he has a new best friend and a constant supply of his 
favourite thing - biscuits.” 
 
Have a lovely weekend, 
 
Miss Hazell, Mrs Hanson and Mrs Handley 
 
Coming soon:  

• Monday 28 November – Shelter Assembly and presentation 

• Thursday 8 December – Junior trip to see “Charlie and The Chocolate Factory” 

• Friday 9 December – FPTA Christmas Fair 


